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New Year's Day. A fresh start. A
new chapter in life waiting to be
written. New questions to be
asked, embraced, and loved.
Answers to be discovered and
then lived in this transformative
year of delight and selfdiscovery. Today carve out a
quiet interlude for yourself in
which to dream, pen in hand.
Only dreams give birth to
change. Let's start this new year
with a band, as we release the
latest edition of our magazine,
"The New Year Edition". Let's
embrace the upcoming trends in
bridal fashion!

From Latest Indian Fashion
trends for grooms to using
umbrellas in wedding
decoration, we've included every
new concept you can use this
year to make your wedding the
most memorable event of your
life. Jewllery to wedding
destinations, we've covered
every thing you need to prepare
your wedding!
So, without wasting another
moment, dig in!

KNIT THE KNOT

Jute bags with palm rattles
and Lakshmi Devi kalamkari
patches

Be it
Satyanarayana
Pooja or your
Mehendi ceremony,
make your
functions
memorable with
these trendy
giveaways...

www.kottanz.com
+91-7760210084

Latest Fashion Trends For The Indian Grooms

1. The Royal
Look
or the groom, the

Be it the bride,
royal theme works for everyone.
If your bride is choosing a
traditonal royal attire for the day,
go for something that
compliments her dress and suits
well on you as well

2.Floral Fashion
Floral is just for women? You
can’t be more wrong. The
latest fashion trends include
some amazing ﬂoral designs
for the groom.

3.The Heritage
Look!
Sabyasachi is owning the
wedding season it seems. His
heritage collection has some
amazing ideas for your wedding
sherwani. The same old
sherwani, magically revived.
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Image Source: Sabyasachi

4. Layered
Outfit
Layered outfits are the latest
fashion trends for men. It lets you
create a unique look within the
same line of clothing. Go for a
plain silk kurta with an
embroidered jacket or shorter
bandh gala kurta.

5. Formal Affair
Formals don’t always mean
western. Indian formals are
elegant, stylish, and comfortable.
Go for a kurta with a Nehru jacket
and minimal accessorising. You
can try this look for your wedding
functions when you don’t want to
over-do it.

6. The Spring
Groom
Indian summers and weddings
don’t go really well but nothing
is a hurdle when it’s a moment
of joy! Try out the latest fashion
trends this spring!
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The blessed couple sharing a blissful moment before their D-Day.
Photo Courtesy - abhisakshi
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A beautiful couple enjoy a little getaway before they tie the knot.
Photo courtesy - Candid shuters

Makeup Pro: All You Need to Know to Achieve Long
Lasting Makeup
Finally, after achieving that perfect look, you need to know how to get that makeup to stay in place for long hours, (otherwise it’s
not worth it, is it?) especially on a big occasion like your wedding. Cakey foundation, faded lipsticks, and crease lines when
everyone has their eyes ﬁxed upon you, not to forget the constant photo-sessions, is what most brides are afraid of.
To avoid these potential mishaps, here’s a list of things you need to know to achieve long lasting makeup and a pocketful of
happy smiles for the camera instead of being afraid of it (some of them you may already know, but here’s to hoping you ﬁnd a
life-changing tip):

1) Applying a
primer is a MUST
before applying
any other makeup
product.

3) Set all your
makeup with a
compact powder
once you’re done.

Image Source: Clique

2) An additional tip
to avoid crease
lines is using a
creaseless
foundation and
concealer.

4) For extra staying
power of your
foundation, a good
setting spray is
necessary

5) Choosing
waterproof mascara,
eye shadow, eye liner
and other cosmetic
products will make a
huge difference.

7)Blending is your
true friend: in
foundation, concealer,
eyeshadow and
basically everything.

Img Source: Style Craze

6) Keep blotting for a
lasting makeup
effect.

8) Buy products
according to your skin
type.

Excellent makeup is one of the most essential requirement
for a bride on her D-Day
Photo courtesy - Sachin photos

Best Makeup Looks For Wedding
Reception
A wedding is a stressful affair. Funnily enough, wedding planning is a bigger commitment than the actual marriage itself. It
involves a series of never-ending decisions, which is rather exhausting. Everything requires a substantial amount of time,
money and energy. However, when it comes to the wedding reception, things start to cool down. Reception is a time to
dress down and simply relax with your friends and family. For the bride, it means she can go light on her dressing and
make-up. But which makeup look to go for? Here are our top 10 makeup looks for wedding reception, inspired by the best
receptions of Indian actresses and celebrities –

The Glittery-eyed
Look

The Natural
Blush Look

Give yourself a rich glittery
eye-shadow along with a
deﬁned eye-liner and then
let your eyes do the magic!

If you wish to go for a more
natural, effortless look,
Sagarika Ghatke is your
inspiration. Go light on any
eye makeup and contour,

Image source: inuth.com, thecoven.me,,

The Fresh
Face Glow

The Radiant
Look

If you are worried about your
makeup lasting all evening, prefer
the Esha Deol fresh face look. Get a
glowy face to last for all your
reception pictures .

Genelia’s reception look is one that
stands out. Go heavy on the blush,
the glitter, and the highlight. Add a
glossy lip color to it along with
smoky-eye makeup

The Bindi
Magic

Image Source: bollywoodshadis.com, wisehe.com, shazasscrapbook.com,

The traditional Indian
red bindi is the highlight
of this look. Keep the
contouring and blush to
the least minimum
possible!

Exquisite golden makeup and eyebrow decoration with the
classic red and gold lehenga combination
Photo courtesy - ankit gill

memory of the giver remains with the
receiver for many years

Exclusive Tailor made Gifting solutions.
24ct Gold and Silver or Gold and Silver plated.
www.fetelondon.com

Top Ten Tips To Get Dark Mehendi
Naturally

Ah! Its your Mehendi ceremony and you are worried
will your Mehendi get dark. I understand the plight
of the women whose Mehendi hardly get dark no
matter what they do or do not do. But not this time!
We have some fool-proof tips for all you brides-tobe to get dark Mehendi naturally.The color of the
Mehendi matters to all, also because of the belief
that the darker the Mehendi, the more loving the
husband. Don’t know if it is true or not or but it
deﬁnitely boosts the morale of the bride for that
matter of fact.

2) Apply Eucalyptus Oil: Eucalyptus Oil has
darkening properties, thus becomes an amazing
option for you to darken your Mehendi. Apply this
oil before applying Mehendi on your hands and
feet and you will love the results.

1) Wash Hands With Soap: Try to make it a habit of
yours that you wash your hands with soap before
you apply Mehendi on your hands and feet. Also,
make sure that you avoid all sorts of lotions,
creams before applying Mehendi.

4) Bandage Your Hands: You must have seen that
the crust of your Mehendi starts peeling-off in
some time. The disadvantage of this is that it
leaves some part of the Mehendi lighter and some
part darker. So bandage your handss lightly. You
can use polythene as well to do this.

Image Source: Khoobsurati.com

3) Give Your Mehendi Time To Dry: It is simple but
important! Give the suﬃcient amount of time,
preferably the whole night, to your Mehendi to let it
dry completely and naturally. Do not resort to blow
dryers to dry it. Let the process be natural!

5) Apply Lemon and Sugar: Apply the mixture of lemon
and sugar on your Mehendi after it has dried
completely. You can use a cotton ball to dab it lightly.
The results will amaze you.
6) The Magical Limestone:- It is believed by experts that
a ﬁne layer of lime on Mehendi may work wonders to
darken your Mehendi. But the catch is that it works only
if you don’t touch water.
7) Cloves ‘Bhaap’ :- The steam of cloves can make your
Mehendi change its color instantly. After applying
lemon and sugar on your Mehendi, let your Mehendi dry
from the fumes of the cloves
8)Apply Vicks/Oil After Your Crust Peels-Off:- It is a
tried and tested method. After the crust of your
Mehendi peels-off, apply vicks or oil like Coconut oil,
mustard oil. It is due to the fact that these things
produce heat in your body and thus releases heat too,
making the Mehendi dark.
9)No Water Please:- . Avoid touching water at all costs.
Thus, it is better to avoid drinking too much water also
while you apply Mehendi for obvious reasons.
10)Vaseline is your Friend :- Vaseline is truly your best
friend to darken your Mehendi. The best time to apply
Vaseline is when you are going to have a beauty sleep.
It will stay untouched for hours and will reap better
results.

Words of Wisdom
No Manicures and Pedicures!
Manicures and Pedicures are so
relaxing but don’t do it at the cost
of your Mehendi. It removes the
upper layer of your Mehendi and
make it lighter in color.You don’t
want that, right?

Image source: sbs.com, expounds-geosedic.com

Ways To Make Your Mehendi
Ceremony Interesting

1. Make Eating
Fun

2. Surprise
Dance

We know that one of the incentive for the
guests in the Mehendi ceremony is food.
So, make them eat food but in a fun
way.Hold a Gol Gappa eating or sweeteating competition,which the guests will
deﬁnitely love. This will make your
Mehendi ceremony interesting
undoubtedly.

Dance is common but prepare a surprise
dance for the bride. It will blow her mind.
You may chose a theme like disney or
bollywood which will make your mehendi
ceremony interesting.Another thing that
you may try is ﬂashmob.

3. Dumb
Charade
Who doesn’t know about Dumb Charade?
Its so engaging as well as
enjoyable.Divide the guests in groups and
make sure you select a mix of old and
new movies as there will be guests of all
age. Guessing the name of the movie
right will not be less than an achievement
for the guests.

Image Source: Shaadidukan.com

4. Rapid Fire
You may choose Rapid Fire as one of
the games that will entertain the
guests to the core. Ask 2-3 questions
to the members of the family
randomly. The questions should be
related to the bride, her favorite
things, how she met the groom and
some amusing ones.

6. Award Time
Make your mehendi ceremony interesting
by giving some titles to the members of
the family and the closed ones. You can
also ask others to guess whom the titles
belongs to.This is so entertaining, believe
me! It is so delightful to see for the
guests. The titles like Drama Queen of the
family, Most likely to be married next, The
fashionista, Cutest smile, Biggest Poser
etc will make other laugh as well as
curious.

Image Source: indiawest.com

5. Give Some
Marriage Advice
This becomes a memory later for
sure when you see the wishes or the
advices of the guests for you. There
can either be a marriage tree to write
the advice/wish on or a piece of
paper. Ask the guests to write the
advice/wish on the piece of paper
and put it in a box.

7. Slideshow
Slide show is a great way to show the
bride her whole life story, including some
part from her love life too. You will have
to collect the bride’s pictures showcasing
the best of her times, her achievements,
memories from her childhood.This will be
emotional plus priceless gift for the bride.

A Bindass Bride moments before the wedding, ready to rock her D-Day!
Photo courtesy --rohan mishra
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Photography Ideas For Wedding Lehenga!
When it's about your wedding, you want to cherish from everything from the tiniest to the grandest moments. You want to
make a lot of memories and one thing that deﬁnitely helps you accomplish it is photography. The essence and way of
photography have changed over times. We don’t only click mainstream photographs with the relatives, but there’s a lot more
to it. Just capturing the people in the photographs is not enough these days. Every little thing that adds to your day deserves
some love. And when it comes to that, how can you forget your wedding lehenga?
You spent days and sometimes months to get the perfect wedding lehenga, let’s shower some love upon it and get a photo
shoot done exclusively for it? Here are some brilliant photography ideas for wedding lehenga:

Fairytale Background
If your wedding lehenga is not too gaudy, you can
create a fairytale location to shoot your lehenga. A
vintage backdrop will also do a magic for your
photography ideas for wedding lehenga. Hang
exquisite things around like beautiful cages and
hang your lehenga, blouse, and dupatta on that. It
will look amazingly adorable for sure!

Image source: stichio.in, wedmegood.com

Just You and Your
Lehenga
All dressed up with all the accessories and
makeup, select a location with no crowd around.
Pose like a pretty queen, and get the most beautiful
shot of the day done! You are going to adore your
after you get to see it! The perfect bride!

Focus on the Ghagra
To not let your blouse and dupatta steal all the
attention, wear your bright coloured lehenga with a
plain white choli/crop top. Go to your roof, twirl and
let the beauty unfold. You should deﬁnitely try this
shot among our photography ideas for wedding
lehenga!

Framed
Create a plain backdrop on any of the walls of your
house, hang a vintage frame on it. Put the blouse
on the frame, set the lehenga accordingly and if
your wedding lehenga has a net dupatta, cover it up
so that the design of the blouse and lehenga is
pretty much visible and the dupatta just takes away
hearts!

Outdoor Shoot
While you do your pre-wedding/ honeymoon
shoots, you should take your wedding lehenga
along. Or just ﬁx a day for your lehenga. For
adorable pictures, your wedding lehenga must
be ﬁlmed with an exotic backdrop and what
better than the outdoors?

Image source: stichio.in, jivaana.com, instagram.com

A blushing bride sporting an elegant and graceful look on her wedding
day.
Photo courtesy - amit photography
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Use Embroidered
Umbrellas

Embroidered Umbrellas give a very royal and majestic
feel. You can prop them up on large stands to decorate
the entrance. When the baraat arrives, they are sure to
be mesmerised by the grand welcome! In fact, if you are
from the groom’s side, you can make use of an
embroidered umbrella for the groom as well.
Remember the royalties of Rajasthan with their
embroidered and sequined umbrellas? You can replicate
the same with just one umbrella!
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Best Ways to Use Umbrella in
Wedding Decoration

If you have been keeping up with the latest trends in wedding decoration, then you obviously must have come across
umbrella in Wedding Decoration. Do not restrict yourself to thinking of umbrella as decoration in just monsoon weddings.
In fact, umbrella in Wedding Decoration can be used irrespective of the weather!
There are so many ways to make use of an umbrella in Wedding Decoration. If you are feeling creatively challenged then
read on to know more!

Everyone’s doing it! If the wedding is to take place in
daylight, you can offer a shady walkway by using
umbrella in Wedding Decoration. Choose colourful
umbrellas and it will add a splash of colour to the
wedding. Plus, they make attractive backgrounds for
the perfect wedding shots! Therefore, you would not
even have to worry about the harsh sunlight or the
decorations.

Use Them To Shade
Walkways

2
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Brighten Up the Walkway
With Umbrellas

Of course, if the wedding is at night, then all the
colours will look the same. So, here’s how you
can spice it up. Pair up the umbrellas with lights
and fairy lights to give the wedding a fairytale
twist. The dispersed lighting will make it look
even more magical against the inky sky. Hence,
you can literally have an air of romance hanging
around!

Umbrella Hangers

4

Flower vases can easily be replaced with umbrellas. It
is even more convenient because a vase can be heavy.
On the other hand, umbrellas are light and can be hung
anyhow. You can make use of real or fake flowers and
tie pretty ribbons around the umbrella. These
umbrellas can be strung all around the wedding venue.
Therefore, being more versatile than orthodox flower
vases

Jane & Antoni

5

Umbrella Centerpieces

You can make use of lace umbrellas to add a touch
of elegance to the centrepieces present at the table.
The pretty flowers will also not dry up due to
direct sunlight and it will also look extremely cute.
If you are having a wedding on a lawn, the lace
umbrellas will look even prettier against the lush
green of the grass.
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A beautiful bride checking her out before arriving at her wedding
Photo courtesy -- chetan saini

We know that you were dreaming about
the outfit of your Big Day since forever! But
the problem comes where you actually
start preparing for it and could not decide
whether to buy it or rent it. While buying
lehenga takes on a heavy load on your
budget, renting it could not satisfy your
mother-in-law to that extent.

Neither do we support one particularly. So
here is a short outlook on Buying Bridal
Lehenga and Bridal Lehenga on Rent to
untangle the queries you have!

Bridal Lehenga on Rent vs
Buying Bridal Lehenga
Pros of Buying Lehenga
Token Of Remembrance And
Heirloom:
5 months from now or 50 years,
your bridal outfit will always stay
as a remembrance of the biggest
day of your life. Remember pulling
out your outfit after reasonable
years and flashbacks of all the
band baja and baraat in front of
your eyes. What a bliss! Also, a lot
of brides still believe in heirloom
of their bridal outfits which is
possible only if you buy one.
While a bridal lehenga on rent has
to be returned.
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Bigger Choice

Latest Designs

Put on your shoes and grab a
water bottle and be ready to
forage Chandni Chowk (or any
other that your aunt suggests) for
your big day Bridal Lehenga!
Buying lehenga gives you a bigger
choice. Usually, stores providing
rental based outfits have a lesser
choice and rigidly have to choose
amongst them.

The stores providing bridal
lehengas on rent, update their
collections in months and all the
aspirations you had from your
Instagram research, goes quite in
vain. While buying you keep in
head everything starting from
necklines to colour combinations!

Image SOurce: India Mart, Gravity Fashion

Cons Of Buying Lehenga
Harsh On Pocket

Storage Wars

Bridal Lehenga is probably the biggest outfit-investment
that you will make. Buying a lehenga makes you swing
between a limited budget and more choices. While some
brides end up being dissatisfactory about their outfits,
others seem to cut short their wedding expenses from
other things (crucial or not so crucial) to make their outfits
better. Rental bridal lehengas, on the other hand, reduces
the cost of the outfit.

Bridal lehengas are worn only once but are
stored forever. Not just this, they do not
have an easy shelf maintenance and have to
be cleaned regularly. Any little hamper to
your bridal lehenga during storage will cost
you more than a major hamper in any other
outfit of your closet.

Pros Of Renting Lehenga
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Cons Of Renting Lehenga

Save Money

Go For Designer Lehenga

No Remembrance

Prevent or Pay

Renting the Bridal outfit saves
a lot of money. Though the
amount of security is usually
equal to that of the price of
the Lehenga, the overall cost
of returning it comes out only
to be 10%-20% of the price.
This is preferable over
spending huge figures on one
outfit that too for one-time
usage. It also cuts the
preservation cost of the bridal
lehenga in the long run.

Dreamt always of a designer
lehenga on your big day but
found it too harsh on your
pocket? Renting is the
solution! Many designer
stores provide you lehenga
on rent. This simply solves
the problem of a designer
outfit with a total lightness
on your bank account. So
ladies, get ready to boast
about a designer or two!

Renting Bridal outfits takes
away every real token of
remembrance and you are
left with only pictures of
your outfit. Many regret
never having owned a
Bridal outfit of their own.
Also, no sort of heirloom is
possible in future if you
have rent it on your
wedding.

Any hamper to the rented
outfit is recovered by penalty
fee. This fee depends on the
intensity of hamper but may
definitely bring a problem if
you are going by a strict
budget. Extra caution has to be
taken during the wedding time
keeping an eye on the lehenga
more than the rituals. We
suggest you that check you
must thoroughly check the
outfit before renting to ensure
that there aren’t any preexisting wear or tear.

Image Source: Full on Wedding

A beautiful couple enjoy a little getaway before they tie the knot.
Photo courtesy - chibber studio
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10 Things to Remember Before Buying Your Wedding
Lehenga Online

Buying your Wedding Lehenga Online can be a big
gamble, you can either luckily hit a jackpot or your
purchase could end up being a damp squib. A wedding
is such an occasion where you cannot afford mess things
up. All eyes are on the bride. The glowing Bride is all
decked up in the best of her clothes and jewellery and
clearly, what she wears should reflect the
auspiciousness of the event. A once in a lifetime
moment should not be ruined due to some goof up while
making such an important purchase while buying your
wedding lehenga online.
1) Know What to Expect While Picking Out a Wedding
Lehenga Online
With a large number of websites aggressively marketing
their products, it can leave the Bride flustered as to
which design is perfect for them to make the purchase
from. A large number of platforms are available
providing a range of lehengas and all are available at
different prices.
2) Consider the Material and the ClimateWhile
purchasing a wedding lehenga online, read the product
description, pay special attention to the material details.
As a Bride, the D-day is going to be hectic. There will be
a lot of smiling and posing and immense pressure to
look pretty, in such a situation, having an itchy or
bothersome lehenga is of course not recommended.

Image Source: Dailymotion, pixel snap studio

3) Choose a Website That Makes Buying Wedding
Lehenga Online a Hassle-Free ExperienceOnce the
design and the material have been set, now comes the
part where you need to settle on a website where you
will purchase the lehenga from.
) Add a Splash of ColourWedding lehengas are no longer
limited to just Red and Gold. A plethora of colours are
available in every online store, so go for one that best
reflects your personality.

5) Keep a Budget in Mind and Stick To it
With a lot of options available, it is easy to stay true to a
set budget. For an attire that may be worn just once, or
maybe twice in your lifetime, is it really wise to spend a
bomb on it? Being practical about this aspect of your
wedding couture can only save you a lot of cash.
6) Get Your Sizing Right
No matter what your body shape may be, everyone is
beautiful. Keep your measurements at hand so that you
can have a better understanding of the fitting that the
dress may offer. In most cases, an exact and a proper fit
may not be available,
7) You Can Always AccessoriseLiked a wedding lehenga
online but the dupatta looks drab and boring? Do not
fret about it. If the wedding lehenga online fits your
budget and your liking, then go ahead and buy it.
Accessories like dupatta can also be purchased
separately or customised as per request. If you feel like
giving the dupatta a makeover and possess the skills, go
ahead and use it as your canvas. If not, then hand it to
someone else who can take on the

8) Choose the Right Neckline
Are you going to be heavily clad in jewellery? Or are
you going to have the bare minimal accessories? Choose
a neckline that compliments your choice. If you have a
whole necklace set, choose a sweetheart neckline
instead of a full neck choli. For a minimalistic look, you
can opt for a full neckline, but otherwise, it is a strict nono and will make you look like a no-neck monster!
9) Unleash the Twirl With Pride
Is it even a lehenga if it doesn’t have the right flare?
Choose one with an appropriate amount of pleats that
will give the lehenga a fuller look. But in an attempt to
chase the flared-out look, it is easy to overdo the effect.
Settle for one that is just right.
10) Stay Patient
Like a lot of good things, finding the perfect lehenga
takes time. Stay patient through your search. Losing
your patience may only result in making bad decisions.
Do not get impulsive and clearly, you shall be rewarded
for your fortitude.

Image Source: Planetzuri, Our Wedding Chpater

A blushing bride sporting an elegant and graceful look on her wedding
day.
Photo courtesy - krishna punj

Significance of Saat Phere
(Saptapadi) in the Hindu
Marriage
According to the Hindu beliefs, marriages are made
in heaven and once the marriage is performed, the
two souls are joined for seven lifetimes. The
significance of Saat Phere in the Hindu customs
and rituals cannot be ignored. Saat Phere also is
known as Saptapadi are the circumambulations or
rounds around the sacred fire and is one of the
most important rituals in Hindu marriage
ceremony and seven vows are the seven promises
that the couple makes to each other for happy and
prosperous life. Without performing these rituals
any Hindu marriage is incomplete. The significance
of Saat Phere is that it sanctifies the union and
affords social recognization to the marriage.

Saptapadi Phera One
In the first Phera groom vows “Om esha ekapadi
bhavaiti prathaman”. Which means 'You will offer me
food and be helpful in every way possible. I will
appreciate you and give welfare and happiness to you
and our children’. The bride agrees and vows
"Dhanam dhanyam pade vadet". Which signifies ‘I am
in control of the home, entire family, food and
financial responsibilities'.
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Saptapadi Phera Two
In the second Phera groom vows “Om oorje jara
dastayaha”. By this, he means ‘Together we will ensure
the welfare of our family, home and our children from
all arduous situations’. The bride agrees and in return
vows “Kutumburn rakshayishyammi sa aravindharam”.
Which signifies ‘I will be with you at all times as your
strength and I will provide you with support, courage
and power.

Images Source - /66.media.tumblr.com, www.hoteltiptopplaza.in

Saptapadi Phera Three

Saptapadi Phera Four

In the third Phera groom vows “Om rayas Santu
joradastayaha”. By this, he means ‘May we become rich
and prosperous. I shall look upon all other women as my
sisters. In return, the bride vows, “Tava bhakti as
vadedvachacha”. Which signifies ‘I will only love and
adore you for my entire life, as you are now my
husband. Every other man in my life will be secondary.

For the fourth Phera groom vows, “Om mayo bhavyas
jaradastaya ha”. By this, he means ‘You have brought
auspiciousness and sacredness into my life. May we be
blessed with obedient and virtuous, children. May they
live long’.In return, the bride vows, “Lalayami cha pade
vadet”. Meaning, ‘I will shower you with joy, from head to
toe. I will do my best to please you in every way I can

Saptapadi Phera Five

Saptapadi Phera Six

In the fifth Phera groom vows “Om prajabhyaha Santu
jaradastayaha”. By this, he means ‘ You are my best friend
now, and faithful well-wisher. You have come into my
life, enhancing it. May God bestow his blessing on you’.
To this, the bride vows, “Arte arba sapade vadet”.
Meaning ‘My Lord, I will share all of your happiness and
sorrows. Your love will make me trust and honour you. I
will carry out all your wishes’.

During the sixth Phera groom vows “Rutubhyah shat padi
bhava”. Which means ‘You have filled my heart with
immense contentment and joy. Will you do the kindness
of filling my heart with joy like this for our entire life?’
The bride vows, “Yajna hom shashthe vacho vadet”. By
this, she means ‘My Lord, in all acts of righteousness, in
material prosperity in all enjoyment and divine acts, I
promise you I will participate and I shall always be with
you.’

Saptapadi Phera Seven
This is the last phera in which groom vows, “Om sakhi
jaradastayahga”. Symbolising ‘We are now tied into a
union of husband and wife.You are mine and I am yours
for forever'.The bride accepts this and vows “Attramshe
sakshino vadet pade”. By this, she means ‘As God is our
witness, I am now your wife. We will love, honour,
respect and cherish each other for eternity.’
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A beautiful bride perfectly ready for her wedding
Photo courtesy - manish photography

10 Best Winter Skin Care Tips
For Brides-to-be
A winter wedding is every Bride’s dream. But
come winter, and you will find your skin
struggling to look healthy. Therefore, everyone
will be looking for Winter Skin Care Tips For
Brides-to-be. Skincare is so much more than just
applying moisturizer. Factors like diet also affect
the quality of the skin. Thus, if you are wishing
for the perfect bridal glow at your wedding,
follow our Winter Skin Care Tips For Brides-tobe!

Do not experiment
As much as you may be tempted, do not make use
of any makeup products especially three weeks
before your wedding. This rule applies to
everything that comes in contact with skin,
whether washing powder for the clothes, skincare
and hair care products and even makeup items.
Refrain from trying out new things. Instead, stick
to your tried and tested products.

Don’t wait for the D-day

Welcome the beneﬁts of Green Tea

Understandably, brides would want to look
glowing in their wedding trousseau and makeup.
But does it really mean that it is only a one-day
thing? Skincare regimes may span for days or
even weeks for the perfect healthy glow. Thus, do
not waste time in waiting for last-minute rescue.
Rather, start caring for your skin from the initial
days!

We all know how Green Tea can help lose weight.
Furthermore, green tea can also make great
contributions to improve your skin. Thus, on
consuming green tea on a regular basis, you will
notice a fresh skin. The antioxidants revitalise the
skin and the anti-inflammatory properties tackle
your skin problems.
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Moisturise, moisturise, moisturise

Bathe with Lukewarm water

This Winter Skin Care Tips For Brides-to-be goes without
saying. Winter leads to dry and itchy skin. It is important
to regularly moisturise your whole body. Pay special
attention to parts like the elbows and knees that can get
scaly. Generously slather on moisturiser as much as thrice
a day. It will keep your skin soft and supple. You can even
pick out a moisturiser that is enriched with multivitamins.

Hot water baths are relaxing for sure but they also leave
you with dry skin. To avoid that, make it a habit to bathe in
lukewarm or warm water. Your skin will retain moisture
better that way. Also, instead of bathing twice a day,
restrict it to once a day. This way, your body’s natural oils
will give you a glowing look.

Water is your friend

Book Your Appointments in Advance

Drink ample amount of water. Even though water may
not be on the top of your mind, especially during winters,
make it a habit to drink enough water on a daily basis.
Water will detoxify your skin, making it look fresh and
glowing. Also, sweating out the excess water will open
your pores and naturally exfoliate your skin.

Invest in a professional beauty artist for your wedding day.
Thus, it is essential that you book them in advance. Take
appointments and block the dates if you wish to avoid the
last minute rush. Usually, most weddings happen during
the “wedding season” and if you do not make the
appointments in advance, you may have a lot to lose.

Take care of those lips
Lips bear the worst of winters. Dry, chapped lips will ruin
all your bridal pouts. Thus, make sure that you are always
equipped with a lip balm. Use lip balm as and when
possible, not only when you have cracked lips. You will be
rewarded with baby soft lips if you make continuous use
of lip balm. If you are not comfortable with lip balm, you
can even try olive oil, ghee (clarified butter), fresh cream,
or even honey.
Do not Stress
Stress will lead to breakouts and acne. Avoid stressing.
Practice Yoga or Meditation to stay calmer.

Choose from the most popular wedding venues
including Park Hyatt Goa, Taj, Leela, and
Radisson Resorts.
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Watch what you eat
Finally, like mentioned before, consume a healthy diet.
Include nuts and dry fruits that are rich in Omega 3 fatty
acids, these are great for your skin, nails, and hair. Next, also
pay special attention to eating seasonal vegetables. Avoid
oily and fatty food to prevent skin breakouts. Even spicy
food is a strict no-no. Include more of salads and fibres in
your meals so that your skin looks energised. Studies
indicate that consuming large quantities of sugar can give
rise to wrinkles and fine lines. Thus, you can cut down your
sugar intake if you haven’t done that already.
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Amazing Ways to Replace the Old
Ghodi Tradition
Since the time called ever, the perspective
groom comes on a horse to carry away his
bride. Ghodi tradition found its way into
numerous songs and couplets for the same
reason. However, with changing time, this
tradition is becoming obsolete too. The
legendary Ghodi tradition is now being
replaced by cool, spicy ones. If you too want to
ditch the ghodi, then here are some awesome
ways for the groom to make a grand entry to
the wedding:

Words of Wisdom
Although replacing the old tradition with
something new and adventurous seems fun,
but always be careful about your safety. Don't
attempt an entry you might not be comfortable
with, only for the sake of show-off

Royal Entry on an Elephant
We are talking about an elephant here, so it's definitely going
to be grand. Besides, elephants are such sweet and royal
creatures that they will add a dash of royal charm to your
wedding. Get the elephant all decked up to match your
wedding suit and complement it. You can also add a bright
umbrella on top of it because Hey! nothing mediocre is going
to do for your big day! Forget the ghodi tradition, start your
own 'haathi' tradition!
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Up the Swag With a Speed
Boat or Yacht Entrance

Let Vintage Cars Do The
Talking

Remember the second installment of the Hangover movie
series? If you do, then you will agree that the speedboat
entry that they made towards the end was one of the
highlights of the movie. Now, don’t get any wild idea and
gatecrash your own wedding and put the lives of those
around you in danger, but making a sexy entry on a
speedboat (and applying the brakes at the right time) will
surely make people talk about it all year or maybe
lifelong. You can totally ditch the ghodi tradition for a
speedboat baraat!

Vintage cars exude class like nothing else. They stand on
their own and can draw eyeballs whenever you get the
wheels rolling. Put behind the Ghodi tradition, and go on
a ride in a vintage car for the "baraat" and you will surely
leave her and everyone else impressed. You will love the
traditional and classy feel of the ride too, and your
wedding will surely be all the more memorable for it.
Apart from the vintage cars, you can also go for a Limo
ride, making your entrance all the more elegant.

Go Eco-Friendly With a
Bicycle
A little out of the way? But well, we all know weddings can be
really harsh on the environment. So why not ditch the cars
for something that is environment-friendly? Many grooms
are taking a bicycle to the bride’s place as a symbol of their
support for a sustainable environment. It is not only
thoughtful but a wonderful way of making your entry
different from the millions of grooms across the country.

Sweep in on a Helicopter
Helicopters can never go out of style or fantasy.
They will always stand for modernism and class.
So, why not make use of this perfect amalgam
and make a breathtaking entrance on your
wedding day on a helicopter? The roar of it will
drown everything else and announce the grand
arrival of the groom. Make a statement with
your helicopter ride this wedding season!
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A gorgeous bride complimenting a beautiful gold jewellery set
Photo courtesy - candid wedding

Left to Right- Kundan Matha Patti, The golden goddess

8 Gorgeous Matha Patti Designs
Every Bride Would Love To Wear
Right from the necklace to nath to earrings, you have made
sure that everything is perfect for your big day. Considering
the bridal jewellery, we have one more thing that is too
important for your shringaar and that is your matha patti. It is
one such jewellery that reign your complete bridal look. Matha
patti is one of those ornaments that have a major impact on
how you look on your wedding day. It has to be perfect and
try to coordinate it with your wedding dress and your style.
Here we have penned down some of the latest and most
beautiful matha Patti designs you can choose from.

1) Kundan Matha Patti
There is no doubt that kundan has become one of the
favourites and sought after fashion baubles this wedding
season. It looks elegant and beautiful. You can either go for a
simple one or a heavy one, kundan will rock both the looks.
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2) The Golden Goddess
Indians and their obsession with gold, the whole world is
familiar with it. Gold is something we consider very
auspicious. Nothing could beat the shine and elegance of
gold. What could be better than a beautiful gold matha
patti for your wedding? It would just increase your
beauty quotient, no doubt in that.

3) One With the Beads
The beads are a latest in fashion and looks
beautiful on every bride and in every
ornament. You can always go for a beads
studded matha patti and coordinate it with
beads studded necklace and maang tikka.
Beads look too beautiful on the heavy
bridal lehenga.
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4) Stone Studded Ones
The stone studded jewelleries can never go
out of fashion. They look royal and
gorgeous. If you are in a dilemma, you can
always go for these stone studded
jewelleries and the stone studded matha
patti are just a perfect go to for you. It
would definitely make sure you look like a
princess on your big day.

5) Jhoomar Style
As a bride, you might want to don on the
heavy and gaudy piece of matha patti.
Then the jhoomar style matha patti is just
for you. It is basically a lovely piece of
jewel with a single chain with a number of
hangings which give it a heavy and
beautiful look.

6) Simple Yet Classy Way
Don’t want to don on those heavy bridal
matha patti? After all those tiring
ceremonies, you might want to go for some
light weight for your forehead, after all,
marriage is a long procedure and it might
exhaust you to perform all the rituals with
that heavy matha patti. There are so many
simple matha patti designs which look so
classy and elegant. You can always go for
them and they will make sure you look like
a royal on your wedding day. They are just
so beautiful yet light.

7) Amazing Single-sided Ones
If you are a bold bride and want to do
something different with your wedding
look, you can always go for the single sided
ones. They look really different and
stunning. It will definitely make you stand
out of the crowd.

8) With Multiple Chains
The matha patti with multiple chains are a
trend these days and it will make you look
like a royal queen on your wedding day. It
covers your complete head and gives you
the perfect bridal look you’ve always
dreamt for your wedding day.
Left to Right - Top Row - Stone studded ones, Jhoomar style
Bottom Row- Simple yet classy, Amazing single-sided ones, with multiple chains
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A blushing bride showing off her beautiful look before she
ties the knot
Photo Courtrsy - wedding grams
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6 Best Bridal Nath Designs For
Indian Brides
A bridal nath always steal all the attention when a bride wears it. This beautiful jewellery has been a part of Indian
tradition since ages. It is a go to accessory for every bride. It makes her look complete. It makes a bride look like a
bride. Nath should be the most elegant one among all your jewelleries because it is the first thing a person notices on
a brides’s face.

Stone studded
These stone studded nath can make
you look like a princess on your
wedding day. They can be according
to your choice, that is heavy or light.
Both of them can rock your look and
will make sure you doll up like a diva
on your big day. They are traditional
and have been ruling the fashion
world since ages.

Beautiful beads
Beads look beautiful on every girl. Be it
blue, green, yellow or purple, beads
make you look elegant any time. These
beautiful Nath with beads engraved are
really beautiful and is now a trend that
everyone is sporting. It is vibrant and
adds style to anything you wear. As
you walk down the aisle, go for a
beautiful nath with beads that will
complete your contemporary bridal
look.
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Precious pearls
The pearl is the queen of gems and
the gem of queens. It is the most
beautiful thing you will ever come
across. Pearls are something that the
world drools over. The pearl
embedded nath can make you look
like a queen on your big day. It
defines elegance and your elegance
will define your personality. Pearls
are something that can never go out
of fashion. I repeat, never. So, go for a
beautiful pearl nath and live your
dream look.
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Flowers and lots of ﬂowers!
Every women in the world is
obsessed with flowers. And for the
sake of that obsession, we also have
the floral nath for all bride to be out
there. It is a perfect jewel for all the
next gen brides. These floral nath look
amazingly beautiful and you will look
twice as beautiful when you will don
on this irresistible piece of jewellery.

Nath with multi chains
These multi chain nath will
definitely take your “traditionally
stylish” game one level up. These
subtle nath can make you look
like a royal. Here, we are
discussing about the ethnic nath
with the dangling chains that will
definitely make sure you look
completely traditional.

Go the Golden way
Gold is the most attractive element
out there. It makes a bride look like a
bride. Gold is the most ethnic and
traditional attire a bride puts on.
Golden bridal nath can leave
everything behind. Be it a light one or
a heavy one, gold nath will make sure
you look like a Golden Goddess on
you D day.
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